Chemical Week
Corporate License (1-10 users)
Helping companies navigate the complexity
of global chemical markets for over 100 years

With a Corporate License, your organization can get full
access to news, analysis and data from all global chemical
markets.
Enable each of your users to:
• Follow supply and demand developments in different markets and anticipate
pricing movements
• Understand the implications of new projects, M&A activity and company financials
• Track your competitors' key metrics - feedstock trends, research developments and capital
• Get insight on how to balance the competing demands of profitability and sustainability

Benefits include:
Real-time news from all global chemical markets

✓

Business Daily: Same-day analysis, delivered to your inbox

✓

Archive Access: Dating back to 1992

✓

Print or Digital magazine
CW Specialty Chemicals service:
• Timely update on important trends in every sector of the specialty chemicals
industry, with a focus on growth markets and regions
• Forward view on technological advances in the production and applications of
specialties; new products & innovation
Data
• Downloadable data: 5-year record of M&A, Projects, and Annual Results

✓
✓

✓

• Curated data: A 30-day snapshot of Price trends, M&A, Projects & Macroeconomics
Chemical Week LIVE
Chemical Week’s online forums tackling key developments shaping tomorrow’s opportunities:

✓

• Specialties Strategies Forum (April 2021)
• Asia - panel discussion (April 2021)

Learn more at https://chemweek.com/corporate

570709699-1120-JH

• Agribusiness Forum and Awards (November 2021)
• Financial Outlook and Sustainability Forum and Awards (November 2021)

Featured benefit

Chemical Week
Specialty Chemicals Insight
Timely coverage of developments in the specialty chemicals industry

A Corporate License (1-10 users) provides a balanced perspective on global developments in every sector of the specialty
chemicals industry. These include catalysts, cleaning chemicals, surfactants, flavors & fragrances, pharma ingredients, and
paints & coatings among others.

Designed for professionals in:
• Supply chain, feedstocks purchasing and procurement
• Strategy and planning
• Environmental, health & safety (EHS) and sustainability

Key Features
• Expert perspectives on global and regional trends in supply, demand, and capital investment
• Sustainability initiatives, including renewables within the feedstocks mix and emerging role
of bio-based chemicals
• Deep-dive analysis of the value chain tracking the energy umbilical cord from midstream
supply sources & infrastructure to key petrochemical products
• Industry efforts to reduce its carbon footprint through renewable energy sources and
feedstocks such as hydrogen

Data
• Downloadable data: 5-year record of M&A, Projects, and Annual Results
• Curated data: A 30-day snapshot of Price trends, M&A, Projects & Macroeconomics

Key Benefits
•

Adjust strategy and enable better informed decision-making

• Identify new investment opportunities & emerging trends across different bulk commodity
chemical markets
• Get unique perspectives, and news analysis provided by Chemical Week experts

Corporate license for up to 10 users: $9,995 annually.
For more information, visit https://chemweek.com/corporate
Chemweek Customer Service

*This offer is only available to companies with less than 500 employees.
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